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Corners

Edge detectors perform poorly at corners.
Corners provide repeatable points for matching,

so are worth detecting!



Corners

How to find a corner? General idea:
• Exactly at a corner, gradient is ill defined.
• However, in the region around a corner, gradient 
has two or more different well-defined vectors.



Corners and gradient

Similarly to edges, a corner point exhibit strong rapid 
changes in the image intensities.

For a small region around a point x0, we can consider 
the Taylor expansion of the image function I(x,y) and 
express the change of intensity as function of the 
image gradient and a displacement vector h:



Corners and gradient

We are not interested to the sign of this variation 
(gradient can have any orientation) but only to its 
magnitude. So we can compute the square of it:



Corners and gradient

To be more resilient to noise, we can compute this 
intensity difference by averaging over a region  
centered at x0:

this is usually a Gaussian windowing 
function



Corners and gradient

Considering the Taylor expansion we have seen 
before, we have:

Since h does not depend to x, we can move it out 
from the summation



Corners and gradient

E(x0) can then be written as:
And the summation can be moved inside the matrix:



Second moment matrix

C form the second-moment matrix (we discard the 
weights for clarity)

Properties:
• Depends on the first-order derivatives
• Is Symmetric
• Is positive semi-definite (both eigenvals >= 0)
• Each element is obtained as a sum over a small 

region around a point x0



Simple case

First, consider the following ideal case:

Image intensity changes either in x or y direction, but 
not both



Simple case

When x0 is at a flat region, we expect           



Simple case

When x0 is at an horizontal edge, we expect           



Simple case

When x0 is at a vertical edge, we expect           



Simple case

When x0 is at a corner, we expect both                and
be large (ie.              far from zero)



General case

So we can detect a corner if both                are far 
from zero.

What about the general case in which                  are 
not zero?

Since C is symmetric, it can be decomposed via SVD: 

Where R is a rotation matrix and               are the 
singular values  of C (ie. the square-root of the 
eigenvalues of         )



General case

Since the rotations do not change the magnitude of h, 
examining the singular values of C can tell us if x0 is 
in a flat region, an edge or a corner



Harris corner detector

Analyzing the singular values of C requires the 
computation of SVD at each image pixel
> This is computationally expensive in practice

Harris proposed to use the following function as a 
corner response:

Where k is a constant that has to be tuned for the 
specific application



Harris corner detector

It can be shown that:

Therefore, R(x0) >> 0 if we are on a corner, and 
R(x0)<<0 if we are on an edge
Note: the structure tensor is positive semi-definite.



Harris corner detector

Algorithm:

• Compute the image gradient
• Compute the matrix C for each pixel

– 3 convolutions needed: 
– Convolution kernel K is usually gaussian and determine 

the scale of the corner
• Compute the Harris response for each pixel
• Threshold the result and (optionally) perform non-

maxima suppression 



Harris corner detector

Image Gradient



Harris corner detector

Eigenvalues plotted as ellipse axes



Harris corner detector

Harris response (R)

Input image



Harris corner detector

|R|<1E4
(flat regions)

Input image



Harris corner detector

R<-1E4
(edges)

Input image



Harris corner detector

R>1E4
(corners)

Input image



More advanced features

Harris corner detector works well in practice but is 
not invariant to scale
• The convolution window size affects the scale of 

the corner detected

To solve complex high-level computer vision 
problems we need more invariances and a way to 
distinguish and identify features



A typical vision problem

Which elements of an image correspond to which 
elements on another image?

Two common scenarios:

1. Recognize and locate objects in an image.

– Object may be subject to perspective deformations 
(scale, rotations etc) and partially occluded

2. Track the position and movement of an object 

across a video sequence
– Somehow easier if the framerate is high (small relative 

movements) but we have multiple frames to deal with 
(tracking, data association, etc)



Locate objects in image

In this picture:Find this:



Tracking



SIFT

David G. Lowe, Distinctive image features from 
scale-invariant keypoints, International Journal of 

Computer Vision, 60, 2 (2004), pp. 91-110.

… changed the way we approach many computer 

vision problems! (Including object recognition)

Invariances:

• Scaling

• Rotation

• Illumination

While still providing very good localization



SIFT: General idea

Image content is transformed into local feature 
coordinates that are invariant to translation, rotation, 
scale, and other imaging parameters



SIFT: Advantages

Locality: features are local, so robust to occlusion 
and clutter (no prior segmentation)
Distinctiveness: individual features can be matched 
to a large database of objects
Quantity: many features can be generated for even 
small objects
Efficiency: close to real-time performance
Extensibility: can easily be extended to wide range 
of differing feature types, with each adding 
robustness



SIFT Algorithm

Keypoint Localization:
1. Enforce invariance to scale: Compute difference 

of Gaussian for may different scales; non-
maximum suppression, find local maxima: 
keypoint candidates

2. Localize corners: For each maximum, fit 
quadratic function. Compute center with sub-pixel 
accuracy by setting first derivative to zero.

3. Eliminate edges: Compute ratio of eigenvalues, 
drop keypoints for which this ratio is larger than a 
threshold.



SIFT Algorithm

Signature computation:
4. Enforce invariance to orientation: Compute 

orientation by finding the strongest gradient direction 

in the smoothed image (possibly multiple 
orientations). Rotate patch so that orientation points 

upward.

5. Compute feature signature (descriptor):
Compute a "gradient histogram" of the local image 
region in a 4x4 pixel region. Do this for 4x4 regions of 

that size. Orient so that largest gradient points up 

(possibly multiple solutions). Result: feature vector 
with 128 values (15 fields, 8 gradients).



SIFT Algorithm

6. Enforce invariance to illumination change and 
camera saturation:
Normalize the descriptor to unit length to increase 
invariance to illumination. Then, threshold all 
gradients, to become invariant to camera saturation.



SIFT - Step 1
Enforce invariance to scale: Compute difference of Gaussian for 
may different scales; non-maximum suppression, find local 
maxima and obtain keypoint candidates

Main idea: Find corners as in Harris, but achieve 
scale invariance

Method:
• Convolve with Difference of Gaussians (DoG) to 

identify interesting image pixels
• DoG is performed at multiple resolutions and the 

local maximum (in space and scale is selected)  



Difference of Gaussians

Essentially an High-pass filter which approximates 
well the LoG.

Why use that? We can efficiently compute the DoG 
at different scales using image pyramid

- =



DoG & Image Pyramid

Image is 
scaled 
several times 
(size is 
halved), each 
scale is 
called an 
octave



DoG & Image Pyramid

For each 
octave of 
scale space, 
the initial 
image is 
repeatedly 
convolved 
with 
Gaussians



DoG & Image Pyramid

Adjacent 
Gaussian 
images are 
subtracted to 
produce the 
difference-of-
Gaussian 
images



Keypoint localization

Once the DoG pyramids are built, the local-maxima 
are extracted considering both current-scale and 
adjacent scales

Local-maximum is 
checked against 
9+8+9=26 
neighbours



SIFT - Step 2 & 3

2. Localize corners: For each maximum fit a 
quadratic function. Compute center with sub-pixel 
accuracy by setting first derivative to zero.

3. Eliminate edges: Compute ratio of eigenvalues, 
drop keypoints for which this ratio is larger than a 
threshold.

Threshold on value at DoG peak and on ratio of 
principal curvatures (similar to Harris approach)



SIFT - Step 4

4. Enforce invariance to orientation
By assigning a consistent orientation to each key point 
based on local image properties we can achieve 
invariance to image rotation.

Suppose that we 
want to assign an 
orientation to this 
detected keypoint:



SIFT - Step 4

Gradient magnitude and orientation is calculated for 
each pixel in the keypoint region (region size depends 
on the detected scale)



SIFT - Step 4

And an orientation histogram is formed with these 
orientations and magnitudes

The maximum value of the histogram gives the 
orientation of the detected keypoint



SIFT - Step 4

After the step 4, each detected keypoint is 
characterized by:
• A coordinate in the image space (x,y)
• A scale 
• An orientation

Steps 5 and 6 aims to create a signature (or 
descriptor) that can be used to uniquely identify the 
features with respect to the others



SIFT - Step 5

To create the descriptor we look at the gradient 
vectors in a 16x16 window around each keypoint 
(window is rotated with respect to the keypoint 
orientation)



SIFT - Step 5

• The 16x16 window is divided into 16 4x4 windows. 

• For each 4x4 window, an 8-bins (45° steps) 

histogram of gradient orientation is formed

• Histograms are concatenated all together to 
produce a 16x8=128-values feature vector



SIFT - Step 6

To reduce the effect of illumination change, feature 
vectors (descriptor) are normalized to have unitary 
length.



Feature matching

Let’s go back to our problem...



Feature matching
Once we have extracted features (and their 
descriptors) from the two images, we can establish 
some feature matches between the two:
• Descriptors are the key to establish the matches
• Additional filtering may be used to enforce 

matching priors (ex. known camera motion, 
bounding boxes, etc)

Feature matches are then passed to the next stage of 
the processing pipeline according on what we want to 
do (ex. Recognition, pose estimation, 
reconstruction...)



Descriptors

We assume that feature descriptors have been 
designed so that Euclidean distances in feature 
space can be use to rank potential matches

SIFT descriptor have proven to be very good in this, 
even if the object is affected by severe deformations

Simple matching strategy: 
Set a threshold (maximum distance) and return all 
matches from other images within this threshold.



Problems of simple matching 

A threshold too high will result in many false positives 
(ie. Incorrect matches)
A threshold too low will result in many false negatives 
(ie. Too many correct matches being missed)

We can quantify the performance of a matching 
algorithm at a particular treshold with a confusion 
matrix:

TP
(correct matches)

FN
(missed matches)

FP
(wrong matches)

TN
(correct non-matches)



FP and FN

Features being matched 
against a database of 
features in the other images. 
(number color marks the 
corresponing image)

1

2
1

1

3

4

Threshold define a N-
dimensional sphere in 
feature space



FP and FN

True positive

1

2
1

1

3

4

False negative

False positive

True negative



A matter of thresholds...

What happens if the threshold is increased?

In general, how can we guess the threshold value in 
feature space?

1

2
1

1

3

4



Nearest-neighbour matching

The useful range of thresholds can vary a lot as we 
move to different parts of the feature space.

Another common strategy: 
Match the nearest-neighbour in the feature space.

Problem:
Since some features may have no matches (eg. 
occluded parts of an object), NN matching may 
exhibit many false positives
... How to solve this?



NNDR

A useful heuristic is to compare the nearest 
neighbour distance to that of the second nearest 
neighbor (preferably taken from an image that is 
known not to match the target). 
This strategy is called Nearest Neighbor Distance Ratio

Where DA is the target descriptor and DB and DC are the 
closest two neighbours
NNDR can be more easily thresholded to get a reliable set 
of matches



Efficient matching
Once a matching strategy is chosen, we still need to 
efficiently search for matching candidates.

Brute force approach
Compare all features against all other features in 
each pair of potentially matching images

Indexing approach:
Use an indexing structure (like a kd-tree) to rapidly 
answer nearest neighbour or range queries
Hashing approach:
Map descriptors to fixed-size bucket based on some 
hashing function. The search is then limited to nearby 
buckets



Match verification and 
densification

Once we collected some candidate matches, usually 
geometric alignment is used to:
• Verify which matches are inliers and which one 

are outliers
• Densify the candidate matches including all the 

other matches sufficiently close to the estimated 
geometric transformation

This process is usually performed using RANSAC 



Match verification and 
densification


